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QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER - CONTENT
- Working with The Paint Club
- GALLERIE V exhibition
- Abstract landscapes painting workshops
- New website in the works
- Painting projects
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NEW COLLABORATION WITH THE PAINT CLUB
The Paint Club is a small business based in the UK that host paint and sip parties virtually and
at local venues. Perfect fto celebrate your hen do, birthday or corporate party!
On the 10th of May 2022, I hosted my first Paint Club event “Nordic Sunset”. These paintings
are designed to teach you simple techniques to create a fun painting accessible for anyone
to learn.
If you want to join, I will be hosting workshops every second Tuesday of the month at Castle Inn Pub
and at Stolen Liquor loft on every 3rd Wednesday of the month!
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SPRING EXHIBITION: 14TH APRIL - 18TH JUN: VAPOR SERIES
This spring I exhibit my latest series of “Vaporscapes”.
These works are based on the colours of Cambridge in spring and summer.
Following their previous series, Diaspora Vapor Series I (2020), these studies on canvas and
paper were a way for Molly to explore higher saturation of colour during the intense summer
months in Cambridge after moving home from the welsh coast.
Using pencil, pen, ink and paint Molly aims to create a space the viewer can follow and travel through.
Over the winter, she found a way to translate her abstract style into digital artwork.
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These digital manipulations are the second stage of my process towards completing my first
ever installation.
The digital works are based on physical 59 x 59 cm works from her Diaspora Vapor Series II
on paper in which she continues to explore her relationship and knowledge of blue and green
whilst considering distance and the place of the viewer.
By furthering her process in Adobe Fresco, Molly is hoping to continue to create “vapor spaces”
created with a variety of materials and mediums.
The next stages for this series to complete the installation will include more layers of digital
art and paper, as well as glass.
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www.mollsportfolio.com

BOOK NOW ON
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ABSTRACT PAINTING WORKSHOPS
Hosted at GALLERIE V, on May 24th and 28th I will be providing 2 hours of painting workshops
based on my Vapor series on show in the gallery!
At only £20 per adult and £18 for concessions, you can book online at mollsportfolio.com.
Available to all skill levels and ages.
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new website coming soon
hp://mollsportfolio.myrtisan.com/Live/
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NEW WEBSITE AND rkey2.com
In july, I hope to remove my old wordpress website and 100% use my new, bespoke designed
website I made myself.
My website will also serve as an example of customisation for a project called “rkey2”.
This project is a collaboration with a friend who owns rtisan. We met through a charity, and although
our project is still in progress, we are excited to get it up and launched, hopefully later on
in the year.
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works in progress
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WORKS IN PROGRESS: “AFTER VINCENT: ”VAN” VAPOR”, “True to Nature” Exhibition Studies
Over the past month I have done a lot of travelling and have had the pleasure of visiting
Norway and Amsterdam.
After seeing so many beautiful landscapes and art in galleries on my travels, it has influenced my
work a lot.
I am working on a series of Vaporscapes based on the colour palees Vincent Van Gogh used in
his work. Hence the punny name.
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The latest exhibition at the fitzwilliam museum in Cambridge was especially influencial for me.
After travelling, the 1700/1800s Plein Air landscapes were inspiring to see. The sizes of
the works surprised me, and it also made sense at the same time.
Due to the subject maer, I decided to begin some studies of the masterful work I saw.
I plan to continue this and complete at least one large canvas painting inspired by this
exhibition before the end of the year.
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“vapor” fine art prints £20
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Mu first print release went live on 01 May 2022.
You can now purchase Vapor Fine art prints on Giclee paper for only £20 + free delivery in
the UK.
Available on my wordpress site hps://www.mollsportfolio.com
Available on ETSY @mollsportfolio.
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Next newsleer will be out before July/August!
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